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INCLUSIVE PLAY DESIGN
“It’s not just about people with disabilities…
it’s about everyone enjoying and sharing in the
holistic benefits of PLAY:

, , and .”



INCLUSION CHECKLIST

Does this design offer Physical Play, Sensory Play

and Social Play?

Is similar equipment grouped together?

Does the design have multiple levels of challenge?

Is the coolest thing accessible to all?

Does the design support children with autism by

providing vestibular activites, cooperative and a

cozy spot?

Meets or exceeds the American with Disabilities

Act Regulations

An inclusive playground address the needs of all
people including those who have autism,
intellectual disabilities, hearing impairments,
cerebral palsy, spina bifida, and other disabilities.
An inclusive playground accommodates everyone
and challenges them at their own developmental
level.

The goal for each playground is to provide a rich
playspace where children can grow and learn
through physical, sensory and social experiences

Your playground offers children
to ensure that children of all ages

are actively engaged on the playground



DESIGN HIGHLIGHT
Cozy Cocoon (2)

○ Great for all children
○ Specially designed for those

with autism spectrum disorder
○Enclosed space for one child to

escape the playground when
s/he becomes over stimulated

○ Interior textures & molded-in
features for tactile exploration

○ Windows on both sides for adult
visibility.

○ Helpful grips provide easier
entrance/exits for child.

Tactile
Sensory Experience

Top
10

INCLUSIVE
PRODUCT

Spinning

Cozy
Space



DESIGN HIGHLIGHT
Music Center

○ These drums sound as
good as they look!

○ Combine outstanding
playability with high
energy, a wonderful
sound and unmistakable
visual appeal

○ Circular stainless steal tongue
drums

○ Create beautiful melodies with
remarkably long sustain

○ A wonderful and unique drumming
experience

○ Practical, durable and
stylish

○ Wonderful melody and
sustain that will liven up
any outdoor area

○ Available individually, in
preset arrangements or as
a full symphony

○ Small and captivating
○ Perfect for one player, but

comfy enough for two
○ This cheerful instrument

makes a commanding
sound and will delight
players and listeners alike



DESIGN HIGHLIGHT

Molded in Features
Underneath include Stars,

Numbers, the Alphabet, solar
system and more!

○  Designed to be challenging and
age appropriate at the same
time

○Plenty of space underneath with
enough clearance

○  Multiple handholds of various
sizes create numerous ways to
climb

○  Encourages exploration and
discovery

○  Develops strength, gross motor
skills, self-confidence and hand-
eye coordination

Home Dome



DESIGN HIGHLIGHT
Accessible Whirl

Social
Interaction

Up to 2
Wheelchair Users

Flush with Ground

Yellow Band Around
Edge Aids with Visual

Disabilities

Cooperative
Play



DESIGN HIGHLIGHT
Unity Web

○Great for all children
○The Unity Web doesn’t have a

bottom ground-level bar that
most net climbers have- this
allows wheelchair users to easily
access the fun

○Children of varying abilities can
enjoy the benefits of climbing,
which include improved core
strength, balance and
coordination

○  Accommodates up to 20 users



DESIGN HIGHLIGHT
Ground Level Activity Panels

ADA Maze Panel

ADA Bugs Panel

ADA  Bell Panel

ADA Solar Panel



DESIGN HIGHLIGHT
Shaded Areas- On Structures and Over Seating


